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Abstract In this paper, we evaluate the impact of mineral dust (MD) on snow radiative properties in the
European Alps at ground, aerial, and satellite scale. A field survey was conducted to acquire snow spectral
reflectance measurements with an Analytical Spectral Device (ASD) Field Spec Pro spectroradiometer.
Surface snow samples were analyzed to determine the concentration and size distribution of MD in each
sample. An overflight of a four-rotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) equipped with an RGB digital camera
sensor was carried out during the field operations. Finally, Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) data
covering the central European Alps were analyzed. Observed reflectance evidenced that MD strongly
reduced the spectral reflectance of snow, in particular, from 350 to 600 nm. Reflectance was compared with
that simulated by parameterizing the Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiation radiative transfer model. We defined a
novel spectral index, the Snow Darkening Index (SDI), that combines different wavelengths showing
nonlinear correlation with measured MD concentrations (R2 = 0.87, root-mean-square error = 0.037). We also
estimated a positive instantaneous radiative forcing that reaches values up to 153W/m2 for the most
concentrated sampling area. SDI maps at local scale were produced using the UAV data, while regional
SDI maps were generated with OLI data. These maps show the spatial distribution of MD in snow after a
natural deposition from the Saharan desert. Such postdepositional experimental data are fundamental for
validating radiative transfer models and global climate models that simulate the impact of MD on snow
radiative properties.

1. Introduction

The cryosphere is an integral part of the Earth system that includes the highest reflecting natural surfaces
(albedo greater than 0.95 in visible spectrum for pristine snow). The cryosphere plays a significant role in
the global climate system and is particularly sensitive to very small variations in the amount of
reflected/absorbed radiation, which have shown to produce significant effects on the hydrological cycle
and the energy balance of the Earth system at different spatial scales [Flanner and Zender, 2005; Flanner
et al., 2007; Bond et al., 2013; Painter et al., 2013a]. Besides the widespread general reduction in snow cover
extent, changes in the cryosphere associated with a general decrease in surface snow albedo are also
involved in the positive feedback of a warming climate and represent a topic of great societal concern.

Light absorption due to impurity content in snow and ice is involved in complex mechanisms such as the
snow albedo positive feedback [Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004; Myhre et al., 2013], which represents a
classical example of nonlinearity in the climate system, that is, the more the snow melts, the more
radiation is absorbed and the more other snow melts. This process has shown to produce a significant
impact on snow chemical [Rhoades et al., 2010] and radiative properties [Clarke and Noone, 1985; Flanner
et al., 2007, 2009], snow hydrology [Hadley et al., 2010; Painter et al., 2012a; Sterle et al., 2013; Kaspari et al.,
2015], timing of snowmelt [Li et al., 2013], vegetation phenology [Steltzer et al., 2009], and also glacier
retreat [Oerlemans et al., 2009; Wientjes et al., 2011; Painter et al., 2013a].

The optical properties of snow and ice depend largely on the shape and dimension of their crystals: with an
increase in the size of the crystals (often referred as grain size or “effective radius,” according to Mie’s theory
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[Mie, 1908; Wiscombe, 1980]), reflected radiance decreases with great sensitivity at near-infrared and longer
wavelengths [Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Warren, 1982]. Light-absorbing impurities can also influence
snow optical properties. Typical impurities are represented by carbonaceous particles [Flanner et al., 2007;
Hadley and Kirchstetter, 2012; Doherty et al., 2014; Meinander et al., 2014], volcanic ash [Conway et al., 1996],
and mineral dust [Painter et al., 2010, 2012a, 2013b; Li et al., 2013]. When deposited in snow, this
particulate matter acts, at different degrees, like a blackbody absorbing radiation and thermalizing it
through the media. This process alters the radiative balance of snow and ice, causing the absorption of an
additional amount of radiation (i.e., radiative forcing, RF) and ultimately influencing surface melting
processes of snow and ice.

Some methods based on numerical modeling have been proposed in literature with the aim of estimating
the RF due to light-absorbing impurities such as black carbon (BC), mineral dust (MD), and volcanic ash
deposited on snow and ice [Jacobson, 2004; Flanner et al., 2007; Aoki et al., 2011; Yasunari et al., 2011; Bauer
and Ganopolski, 2014]. While BC is emitted from both natural (e.g., forest fires) and anthropogenic (e.g.,
fossil fuel and biofuel combustion) sources [Bond et al., 2013], the main sources of MD are represented by
arid regions with low vegetation cover where fine-grained material is available [Prospero, 2002]. Once
suspended in the atmosphere, MD aerosol influences climate both directly and indirectly [Goudie and
Middleton, 2001; Claquin et al., 2003; Field et al., 2010; Mahowald et al., 2013]. The direct effect consists
mainly of changing the radiative properties of the atmosphere through the scattering and absorption of
solar and terrestrial radiation. Conversely, the indirect effect of MD consists of acting as cloud
condensation and ice nuclei and modifying cloud properties by delivering micronutrients (e.g., Fe) to the
ocean [Mahowald et al., 2005; Winton et al., 2014] and modulating the uptake of carbon in the marine
ecosystems and the atmospheric concentration of CO2 [e.g., Maher et al., 2010, and references therein]. On
the other hand, production and transport of dust are itself extremely sensitive to climate change and are a
current topic of active research; in this respect, past atmospheric conditions and particle deposition in
mountainous and nonmountainous areas over the last centuries are widely studied using ice cores from
nonpolar glaciers and ice caps [Sodemann et al., 2006; Thevenon et al., 2009] and land-atmosphere model
simulations [Lawrence et al., 2011; Albani et al., 2014].

Today, much scientific literature exists on numerical modeling [Jacobson, 2004; Flanner et al., 2007; Aoki et al.,
2011; Yasunari et al., 2011, 2015; Liou et al., 2014] and controlled experiments on light-absorbing impurities on
snow [Brandt et al., 2011; Hadley and Kirchstetter, 2012; Meinander et al., 2014]. However, only a few studies
present field spectral data collected after events of MD deposition on snow and they are mainly located in
the United States and Asia. These studies are fundamental for understanding the actual radiative effect of
MD in snow-covered areas [Pedersen et al., 2015] and for validation of radiative transfer (RT) models such
as the Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiation (SNICAR) model [Flanner et al., 2007, 2009]), which is included in
the Community Land Model [Lawrence et al., 2011]. In fact, those models are widely applied for local and
global prediction of light-absorbing impurities in snow and ice [McConnell et al., 2007; Hadley and
Kirchstetter, 2012; Lin et al., 2014].

Despite some uncertainties for BC [Warren, 2013], MD deposition on snow has been successfully investigated
in the recent past using remotely sensed data [Painter et al., 2012b, 2013b; Gautam et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013;
Dumont et al., 2014]. Recent studies have analyzed the impact of MD on snow and ice by integrating ground
and satellite observations to physically based models. These researches suggest that MD depositions alter
the radiative balance of the region considered owing to the reduction of the snow cover associated with
an increased melting rate that exposes darker surfaces (e.g., soil or vegetation) to direct solar radiation.

Some of these studies have also been conducted on the MD impact on snow in the Colorado river basin
[Painter et al., 2012a; Bryant et al., 2013], Himalayan chain [Painter et al., 2012b; Gautam et al., 2013],
Greenland [Carmagnola et al., 2013; Dumont et al., 2014], Iceland [Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al., 2015], and
Caucasus mountains [Kutuzov et al., 2013], also in relation to the mineralogical composition of MD
[Reynolds et al., 2013].

Despite this increasing interest in the MD impact on snow, to date, no studies that evaluate the BC and MD
impact on snow have been conducted in the European Alps. The European Alps are considered to be highly
sensitive to climatic and environmental conditions, and even slight changes in radiative balances in
mountain areas can influence the hydrological cycle and glacier retreat. These dependencies were also
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highlighted in a recent study, suggesting that the deposition of industrial BC on snow may have played an
important role in forcing the end of the Little Ice Age in the Alps [Painter et al., 2013a]. The importance of
MD on the Alps is stressed by the fact that a large amount of MD can be transported long range from
North Africa to Europe [Tschiersch et al., 1990; Sodemann et al., 2006], with significant direct and indirect
radiative effects [Helmert et al., 2007]. During these events, aeolian MD can also reach areas covered by
seasonal or perennial snow and ice in the Alps [De Angelis and Gaudichet, 1991; Franzén et al., 1995].

In this context, we have tried to fill the aforementioned gaps by measuring snow optical properties and MD
content of a seasonal snowpack using a multiscale approach in a test site in the European Alps, a few days
after a significant MD transport event occurred in February 2014.

The main objective of this study is to investigate how Saharan MD alters Alpine snow optical properties by
exploiting a combined approach based on ground hyperspectral measurements, a survey of an Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) satellite data. Specific objectives of this
study are as follows:

1. to compare experimental data with a physically based radiative transfer (RT) model;
2. to develop a novel spectral index sensitive to MD concentration in snow; and
3. to exploit a spectral index to represent the spatial patterns of MD deposition on snow.

2. Study Area and Mineral Dust Transport

The campaign was conducted after a significant transport of MD from the Saharan desert occurred in
February 2014. In the Mediterranean area, under peculiar meteorological conditions [Pey et al., 2013], such
as the passage of a cold front over the source and low pressure patterns over the Mediterranean Sea
causing Sirocco (from southeast) or Libeccio winds (from southwest), dust can be suspended in the
atmosphere and transported for hundreds of kilometers. These atmospheric conditions are quite frequent
in the spring season in the Northern Hemisphere, and they are mainly dictated by meteo-climatic patterns
such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) [Thevenon et al., 2009]. The study area is located on the
Artavaggio plains (Lecco, Italy) at 1650m above sea level near lake Lecco in a small portion of the central
European Alps (Figure 1). MD was entrained in the troposphere over the North African Grand Erg Oriental

Figure 1. (left) Focus on the central European Alps. The red polygon represents the test site on the Artavaggio plains,
where the UAV survey was performed. (right) Aeolian transport of MD from the Sahara desert (white ellipse) as seen by
the MSG-SEVIRI Dust RGB product (copyright 2014 EUMETSAT). Dust RGB product represents dust in pink/magenta, instead
clouds are represented in brown/orange. Further information about the dust transport event can be found at http://www.
eumetsat.int/website/home/Images/ImageLibrary/DAT_2104098.html.
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(Saharan lowlands of northeast Algeria) on 18 February during the passage of a cold front and then
transported NE over the Mediterranean Sea by cyclonic atmospheric transport (“cutoff” block). Meteosat
Second Generation–Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Instrument (MSG-SEVIRI) data monitored the
transport through the Dust RGB product (Figure 1) in which the brightness temperatures at different
infrared channels are combined to enhance the presence of MD layers in the atmosphere. As the plume
reached the Italian peninsula, it was deposited by both wet and dry depositions over the Alpine chain.
These depositions were forecasted by the BSC-DREAM-8b model [Basart et al., 2012] operated at the
Barcelona Supercomputing Center (Figure 2). The model predicted a significant amount (~50–100mg/m2)
of MD to be deposited on the European Alpine chain as wet deposition (rain and snow).

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Field and Laboratory Measurements

A field measurement campaign was organized on the Artavaggio plains on 14 March 2014, a few weeks after
the MD deposition at the site on 19 February. The date of the campaign was chosen after a visual inspection
of the heterogeneous outcrop of the MD due to the melting of the snow with the arrival of the spring. This
situation generated a unique condition of high spatial variability, which allowed observation of the radiative
effect (e.g., albedo decrease) of MD deposition on Alpine seasonal snowpacks.

In total, 10 sampling areas (each of 2m2) were defined on the Artavaggio plains. Sampling areas were
selected by visual inspection to have a significant variability of MD concentration among samples. Three
snow sampling areas were selected as “blanks,” while seven others were selected because of their MD
content. In this sense, blanks represent the cleanest snow in the area, but they contain a certain amount of
impurities (i.e., aerosol particles) of different natures. For each area, snow spectral reflectance was
measured with a nonimaging hyperspectral radiometer, Analytical Spectral Devices (ASD) Field Spec pro.
The instrument collects electromagnetic radiation ranging from 350 to 2500 nm with a full width at half
maximum of 5–10 nm and a spectral resolution of 1 nm. The measured reflected radiance Lref(λ) was
converted into reflectance units ρ(λ) normalizing for incident radiance Linc(λ) collected using a calibrated
Lambertian Spectralon® panel. Spectral data were collected at each sampling area in clear-sky conditions
during ~3 h. Spectral measurements were performed using a bare optical fiber with a field of view of 25°.
The distance between the optical fiber and the snow sample was 80 cm. The measurement was repeated 3
times for each area to calculate both the mean and the standard deviation of the reflectance.

Surface snow density and grain size were also measured in the field (first 5 cm of snow), this latter by
comparison with a micron-sized grid.

Snow samples were collected from the first 5 cm of the snowpack using glass bottles of 1 L each. The bottles
were previously cleaned 3 times with ultrapure water (Milli-Q®; 18.2MΩ cm at 25°C; Water Purification
System, Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) exposing them for 20min in an ultrasonic bath (SONICA®, Soltec, Italy).

Figure 2. Dry and wet MD depositions as forecasted by the BSC-DREAM8 model. Image from the BSC-DREAM8b (Dust
REgional Atmospheric Model) model, operated at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center (http://www.bsc.es/projects/
earthscience/BSC-DREAM).
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After collection, the snow samples were stored in a polystyrene box surrounded by snow and transported to
the University Campus in 2 h, where they were stored at �20°C in darkness until they were analyzed. Snow
samples were analyzed in a cold room to determine mass concentration and size distribution of MD
(section 3.2).

The concentration and size distribution of the insoluble particles were determined through two different
methods: (1) a counting method (size range: 1–30μm) and (2) a gravimetric method (total bulk concentration).

The choice of using two experimental methods for MD characterization depends on the possibility of taking
advantage of the strengths of each experimental technique: (1) the counting method allowed experimental
determination of the MD size distribution in input to the simulation of the reflectance spectra using the
Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiation (SNICAR) model; and (2) the gravimetric method allowed experimental
determination of the particulate matter mass concentration even below 1μm and above 30μm.

The counting method used a Coulter Counter (CC) technique. Samples were melted in a clean room (class
1000 clean room at EuroCold laboratory facilities, University of Milano-Bicocca) and diluted by a factor of
~10 with ultrapure (Milli-Q) water. Analyses were carried out using a Multisizer™ 3 COULTER COUNTER®, set
to measure particles with a diameter (equivalent spherical) between 1 and 30μm in 300 size channels. To
obtain dust mass from particle volume, a typical crustal density of 2.5 g/cm3 was adopted. MD total
concentration from the CC method was estimated from the integral of the concentration between 1 and
18μm to separate the contribution of MD particles from larger particles present in the sampled snow.
Laboratory blanks were in all cases more than 100 times lower than the diluted samples. All steps of the
analytical protocol followed Delmonte et al. [2002] and Ruth et al. [2008].

The gravimetric method (GM) allowed determination of the total mass concentration (ppm in melted snow)
of MD deposited in the snow. Samples were first melted at ambient temperature (20°C) inside their own glass
bottles used during the snow sampling, thus avoiding any external contamination during the melting. A
magnetic stirred bar, precleaned with ultrapure water (Milli-Q), allowed homogenization of the sample
using magnetic stirring. The volume of the melted samples was determined using a graduated cylinder
with a precision of ±1mL. The mass of the total particulate matter (PM: MD+other particles) in the melted
snow was first collected using Millipore® filtering system equipped with a Whatman Quartz Fiber Filters
(ø= 47mm). The mass of the filtered PM was determined as the weight difference of the filters observed
after and before filtration of the melted snow. The weight of the filters was determined as the average
value of three weights measured both before and after filtration of the melted snow using a Sartorius®
SE2-F microbalance with a precision of ±0.1μg.

Before weighing, the filters were kept for 48 h at 20°C in darkness inside a silica gel dryer (RH< 2%) to remove
all the water content. The final MD mass concentration was determined as the difference between the total
PM concentration measured in each sample and the average PM concentration measured in the three blank
samples. Considering the whole data set and each source of uncertainty, the average error associated with
the MD mass concentration in the snow was ±0.87 ppm. As the MD concentration in the snow was very
high (section 4.1 and Table 1), this uncertainty represents on average 0.42% of the measured MD and can
be considered negligible for the scope of the present application.

3.2. Airborne and Satellite Data

During the field measurements, an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) survey was performed to study the
impact of MD on snow at local scale. A Landsat 8 tile was also collected to analyze the impact of MD at
regional scale in the Alps. Data acquisition and processing scheme are described in the following sections.

Table 1. Concentration of MD for the Control (C1-3) and the Dust Sample (DS1-7) Determined With the Coulter Counter
(CC) and the Gravimetric Method (GM)a

ID C1 C2 C3 DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 DS6 DS7

MD ppm (CC) 0.92 0.8 1.37 84.8 54.65 29 57.8 76.84 107.4 39.6
MD ppm (GM) 2.98 3.77 3.31 198.95 154.13 231.57 132.36 295.6 325.57 /

aNotice that sample 7 (DS7) was damaged during transportation to the laboratory.
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3.2.1. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Survey
Recently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been widely used for environmental monitoring [Hodson
et al., 2007; Whitehead et al., 2013; Immerzeel et al., 2014; Lucieer et al., 2014], in particular, for surveys in
snow- and ice-covered areas difficult to reach for ground observation [Ryan et al., 2015]. In this work we
used a four-rotor UAV (ANTEOS, produced by http://www.aermatica.com) equipped with an RGB digital
camera (model: Canon s100) that is automatically triggered (1 image/s). The UAV is also equipped with a
full inertial navigation system and with a Global Positioning System (GPS). The positioning data are used to
precisely control the flight, to locate the UAV, and to tag all data collected from the sensors. The sensor
data are continuously displayed over a mission map in the Ground Control Station (GCS) monitor. RGB
images collected onboard are digitized and sent through the wireless link directly to the GCS, where the
operator can view the images and telemetry data (GPS coordinates, flight altitude, flight speed, roll, pitch,
and yaw) in the real-time mode. The UAV weighs 9 kg and is able to carry a maximum payload of 2 kg with
a flight autonomy of 20min. With blades unfolded, the UAV features a width of 200 cm, a length of
200 cm, and a height of 55 cm. Maximum forward flight speed is 5m/s.

Two UAV overflights were organized to cover the whole study area. The altitude of the test site reduced the
flight autonomy of the UAV, which flew at 30m from the ground level for ~10min/flight. RGB images
acquired from the UAV survey (more than 600 images) were resampled to reduce computation time and
then processed with a structure from motion (SFM) algorithm [Westoby et al., 2012] implemented in the
Agisoft Photoscan© package (http://www.agisoft.com/). SFM processing allows exploitation of the overlap
between adjacent images and creation of georeferenced orthomosaic maps and high-resolution digital
surface models (DSMs) of the test site. The position of the camera for each image was retrieved from the
UAV telemetry acquired at constant frequency (1 data package/1 s).
3.2.2. Landsat OLI Data
A Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) scene acquired the day before the campaign (13 February) was
downloaded from the U.S. Geological Survey Global Visualization Viewer (http://glovis.usgs.gov) repository.
The OLI sensor collects reflected radiance in nine spectral channels from visible to near-infrared
wavelengths with a spatial resolution of 30m [Irons et al., 2012]. The nine OLI bands were converted first
into top of atmosphere radiance and then into reflectance using the OLI calibration coefficients.

The correction for topographic and atmospheric effects of Landsat 8 OLI data was carried out using the
ATCOR 3 code (Atmospheric/Topographic Correction for Mountainous Terrain) [Richter, 2007]. Similar to the
whole ATCOR suite, ATCOR 3 also uses look-up tables generated by MODTRAN [Berk et al., 1989], relating
sensor radiances and albedo for various atmospheric and geometric conditions. Then ATCOR 3 includes
the capability for radiometric correction in rugged terrain considering cast shadow and illumination
calculations. In this study, ATCOR 3 was run with a winter midlatitude atmospheric profile and an
image-based estimate of the visibility based on the dark dense vegetation approach [Kaufman and Sendra,
1988]. The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection (ASTER) global digital elevation model
(GDEM) at 30m spatial resolution was used for removing topographic effects. These corrections allowed
removal of the atmospheric contribution by retrieving top of surface (TOS) reflectance and avoidance of
the effect of shadow, which is substantial in areas with complex topography such as the Alps.

3.3. RT Modeling

Measured reflectances were compared to those simulated with the Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiation (SNICAR)
model [Flanner et al., 2007, 2009]. The model simulates hemispherical reflectance spectra between 300 and
5000 nm with a resolution of 10 nm. Model simulations were obtained by parameterizing the SNICAR
radiative transfer model with observed variables. Those variables are snow grain size (μm), snow density
(Kg/m3), snowpack thickness (m), surface spectral distribution, solar zenith angle, and MD concentration in
four particle dimension classes (0.1–1.0μm, 1.0–2.5μm, 2.5–5.0μm, and 5.0–10.0μm). The comparison
between observed and simulated data was made to benchmark the model with direct reflectance
measurements of snow containing a significant amount of light-absorbing impurities.

3.4. Spectral Index Development

Spectral data collected at different scales (field, UAV, and satellite) and modeled data were used to test
the possibility of retrieving the presence of MD in snow. To achieve this goal, a set of linear and
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nonlinear ordinary least squares
(OLS) regressions were performed
between algebraic combinations of
reflectance in specific wavelengths
and MD concentration measured at
each sampling area. The algebraic
combination used for the spectral
index is widely used to enhance
differences in the reflectance of
surfaces; it can be expressed in the
form of a normalized ratio, as for
example, the normalized difference
snow index [Hall et al., 1995], for
snow classification.

The choice of the values of the
two wavelengths was performed
according to Hansen and Schjoerring
[2003] and Fava et al. [2009],
where all possible combinations of
wavelengths are explored. Then

the spectral bands are chosen by looking for “hot spots” in the correlation heat map. The method was
applied both on observed spectra collected with the ASD spectrometer and the spectra simulated with
the SNICAR model [Flanner et al., 2007].

3.5. Radiative Forcing Calculation

Instantaneous RF (iRF) refers to an instantaneous change in net (down minus up) radiative flux (shortwave
plus long wave, in W/m2) due to an imposed change [Myhre et al., 2013]. We refer herewith to iRF at top of
surface (TOS) as the net change in upwelling irradiance due to the deposition of light-absorbing impurities
in snow.

The iRF is here computed using a simple method based on field measurements of spectral irradiance E(λ)
(Wm�2 nm�1), calculated from observed radiance L(λ) (Wm�2 sr�1 nm�1), using the formula E(λ) = π L(λ),
therefore assuming a Lambertian spectral response of snow. The method consists of calculating the
spectral difference between the irradiance of “pure” snow Eps(λ) and the irradiance of a snow containing
light-absorbing impurities EMD(λ), and then calculating the integrated instantaneous RF (iiRF) across the
range from 350 to 850 nm. In formula, it can be expressed as

iiRF ¼
X850nm

350nm

iRF λð ÞΔλ ¼
X850nm

350nm

Eps λð Þ � EMD λð ÞΔλ

The method is similar to that proposed by Painter et al. [2012b], but it differs from that since it does not
depend on simulations of the spectral reflectance of snow. Although very simple, our method relies on the
availability of snow cover with different concentration of MD and pure snow patches. This represents a
limitation in the applicability in vast areas but allows direct observation of iRF values to compare with
satellite observations and radiative transfer model simulations.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Mineral Dust Determination

MD concentrations determined by Coulter Counter (CC) and through the gravimetric method (GM) are
reported for each sample in Table 1. The marked difference between the two methods can be ascribed to
the different size intervals of the two measurements: CC techniques measured only particles between 1
and 30μm, while the GM measured bulk particle weight.

Size distribution of fine particles determined by CC (an example in Figure 3) showed lognormal features with
a main mode peaking at ~7μm on average. This can be considered the mode of MD transported from North

Figure 3. Size distribution of dust particles for a (top) control sample and a
(bottom) snow sample containing 84 ppm of MD. The red line depicts a log-
normal fit of the main distribution (R2 = 0.92) (Note that the abscissa is repre-
sented in a logarithmic scale in both plots).
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Africa. Another mode is present in both samples and controls, starting at 18–20μm. This coarse distributions
are often associated with local transport of large particles produced by anthropic activity and/or local soil
erosion, but a remote origin cannot be excluded [Jeong et al., 2014].

4.2. Field Spectral Data and RT Model

Examples of reflectance spectra collected with the ASD field spectrometer at each sampling area are shown
in Figure 4a. The presence of MD strongly decreases the albedo in the visible wavelengths, in particular, from
350 to ~800 nm. Beyond 800 nm, the effect of MD is negligible, since in this wavelength range, the impact of
snow grain size is major [Warren, 1982]. This is in agreement with the simulation analysis conducted with the
SNICARmodel. Figure 5 shows examples of the hemispherical albedo simulated at different concentrations of
MD (left) and different snow grain size (right). The plots point out the different effect of MD (size class from 5
to 10μm) and grain size, in particular, the effect of MD is concentrated approximately between 350 and
1000 nm, while the effect of increasing grain size is observed for larger wavelengths, above 1000 nm.

The presence of MD in snow decreases its albedo in the visible wavelengths up to 40% for sample 6 which
contains the major MD mass (CC: 107.4 ppm and GM: 325 ppm). Despite still few papers show observed
reflectance spectra just after natural depositions of impurities, our data showed to be consistent with
observation of MD on snow in literature [e.g., Painter et al., 2007]. Conversely, marked differences were
found with respect to spectra of BC on snow [i.e., Hadley and Kirchstetter, 2012], since in that case the
decrease in albedo is more homogeneous among visible spectrum. Comparisons with the SNICAR
simulations (Figure 4b) show that the model slightly underestimates the effect of MD for visible
wavelengths, in particular, between 350 and 420 nm, and it overestimates the effect from 420 to 800 nm.
The deviation between observed and simulated reflectance may be due to the upper boundary of SNICAR

Figure 5. Snow hemispherical albedo simulated with the SNICAR model [Flanner et al., 2007]. (left) SNICAR model was run
varyingMD concentration from 0 to 4000 ppm (size class: 5.0–10.0μm). (right) SNICARmodel was run varying snow grain size.

Figure 4. (left) Measured spectral reflectance (ASD Field Spec) for a control (C1) and two dust samples (DS6 and DS7).
(right) Comparison between observed (red line) and simulated (blue line) reflectance (SNICAR model) for the sample
DS6. In both plots, shaded areas represent the standard deviation.
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in particle dimension. In fact, even particles larger than 10μm can in principle affect snow albedo by
magnifying the absorption in visible wavelengths. This is not taken into account in the model formulation.
In this respect, the difference between the MD concentration determined between the GM and CC
indicated the presence of MD particles beyond the size range of the CC, as reported also in literature
[Katra et al., 2014]. This allows us to propose a first explanation regarding the SNICAR deviations with
respect to the measured spectra.

Another possible source of mismatch between observed and simulated spectra is the different physical
variable represented. In fact, the collection of measurements with a bare optical fiber implies observing an
hemispherical conical reflectance [Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006], while the SNICAR model simulates a
bihemispherical reflectance. This can, in principle, affect a complete overlapping of the two reflectance.

In some cases, reflectance exceeded the value of 1, and it was impossible to compare observed and simulated
data. This feature has often been found in literature [Painter and Dozier, 2004; Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006;
Carmagnola et al., 2013] and was ascribed to the bidirectional effect that often occurs in surfaces such as
snow [Giardino and Brivio, 2003; Painter and Dozier, 2004; Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006]. However, as
reported in literature, we do not expect this feature to affect the possibility of calculating spectral indices
from the reflectance, in particular, for indices that operate in visible wavelengths where the bidirectional
effect is more homogeneous [Painter and Dozier, 2004].

4.3. Definition of the Snow Darkening Index (SDI)

A nonlinear model (rational polynomial fitting) was chosen to account for the saturation effect in the
decreasing of the albedo observed during the preliminary sensitivity analysis of the SNICAR simulations.
Various linear and nonlinear models were applied to fit the simulated and observed data, but rational
fitting produced the best results in terms of R2. Furthermore, regarding SNICAR simulations, a rational
model better approximated the dependence of SDI on MD concentration (Figure 8c). The model structure
can be expressed in formula:

f xð Þ ¼ p1x þ p2
x þ q1

where p1, p2, and q1 are the parameters of the model, and x represents the concentration of MD obtained
from the Coulter Counter determination.

From Figure 6 it is possible to identify which wavelengths combination generates the hot spot of highest
correlation. Although different hot spots are displayed, we selected red (from 640 to 670 nm) and green
(from 550 to 590 nm) wavelengths because they are spectral channels typically integrated in satellite
sensors, they allow good applicability of the spectral index, and they are not influenced by snow grain size
but enhance a spectral feature of MD in snow. This correlation hot spot was found in both the measured
and simulated data sets. The SDI was then formalized as follows:

SDI ¼ ρ 640; 670 nmð Þ � ρ 550; 590 nmð Þ
ρ 640; 670 nmð Þ þ ρ 550; 590 nmð Þ

In Figure 7a we show the best model obtained from the set of nonlinear ordinary least squares (nOLS)
regressions between MD concentration using the CC method and combination of reflectance collected
with the ASD spectrometer in the 10 sampling areas at the Artavaggio plains. In Figure 7b we show the
linear regression between the Snow Darkening Index (SDI) calculated from the ASD data and from the
SNICAR simulated data. The correlation between the data (R2 = 0.86) means that despite some differences
found between observed and simulated spectra (section 4.2), the SDI is able to capture the overall
variability in MD concentration from different source of data. To validate the hypothesis that large particles
(i.e., diameter> 30μm) also affect snow albedo, we calculated the differences between the gravimetric
method (GM) and the Coulter Counter (CC) measurements, which reflect the amount of large particles
among snow samples. Then we calculated the correlation between this difference and the difference of
SDI calculated from the ASD band and from the SNICAR model. The nonlinear correlation found in data
(rational fit, R2 = 0.95) states that as the concentration of large particles increases, the deviation between
observed and simulated SDI first increases and then shows a saturation effect.
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Figure 6. (top) Correlation heat map of R2 and root-mean-square error (RMSE) resulting from nonlinear ordinary least
squares (nOLS) between SNICAR-simulated reflectance and MD concentration of samples (determined with CC). (bottom)
Correlation heat map of R2 and RMSE resulting from nOLS between ASD reflectance and MD concentration (determined
with CC).

Figure 7. Nonlinear OLS regression between MD concentration and SDI values calculated from (a) SNICAR simulations.
Linear OLS regression between the SDI calculated from observed ASD data and (b) simulated SNICAR data. Nonlinear
OLS regression (rational fit) between MD concentrations obtained with the Coulter Counter (CC) versus the Snow
Darkening Index (SDI) calculated on the hyperspectral data collected with the (c) ASD spectrometer. Nonlinear OLS
regression between the differences of MD concentration obtained from GM and CC method versus the differences of the
SDI calculated from SNICAR and observed with the ASD radiometer (Figure 7c).
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Clearly, SDI and integrated snow broadband albedo have a linear inverse correlation (data not shown), and it
is important to underline that SDI is built on a spectral feature of MD in snow. As a consequence, a decrease in
albedo due to increasing grain size in snow without MD will not affect SDI values but will, nevertheless,
decrease snow albedo.

Table 2 shows a review of the model structures, coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds), and goodness of
fit in terms of coefficient of determination (R2), adjusted coefficient of determination (R2adj), root-mean-square
error (RMSE), and sum square error (SSE).

Figure 8 shows the combined effect on SDI of increasing MD concentration and snow grain size using the
simulations from the SNICAR model. A global spline interpolator was applied for representation purposes.
The interaction of increasing MD concentration and increasing of individual snow grain size causes an
amplified effect on snow albedo and hence on SDI values. It is well known that light-absorbing impurities
cause an increase in snow grain size due to enhanced absorption [Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Meinander
et al., 2014]; because of this feature, the two effects are very difficult to separate, and SDI showed a
nonlinear response to grain size increase in snow containing MD (Figure 8).

4.4. RF Estimation

An example of the radiative forcing (RF) computed at the Artavaggio site for two sampling areas containing
39 ppm and 107 ppm of MD measured with the CC method is shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 (left) shows the

upwelling spectral irradiances (W/m2)
(one control, C1, and two dust
samples, DS6 and DS7) measured with
the ASD spectrometer. The spectral
difference (i.e., the instantaneous RF)
between these two irradiances
represents a direct proxy of the
amount of solar radiation absorbed in
the snowpack due to the present of
MD deposition. The integration of the
iRF between 350 and 850 nm gives the
integrated instantaneous RF (iiRF) in
W/m2, which was estimated as equal
to 103.2W/m2 for the DS with 39 ppm
and 153.9W/m2 for the DS with
107 ppm. We also show the spectral
dependence of iRF. In particular, we
observed that the iRF increases from
350 to 450 nm and then decreases in

Table 2. Review of the Model Structure, Coefficients (With 95% Confidence Bounds), and Goodness of Fit in Terms of Coefficient of Determination (R2), Adjusted
Coefficient of Determination (R2adj), Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE), and Sum Square Error (SSE) of the Plots Shown in Figures 7 and 11

Variables Type of Fit Model Structure Coefficients (with 95% Confidence Bounds) R2 R2adj RMSE SSE

MD versus SDI (ASD) Rational f xð Þ ¼ p1xþp2
xþq1

p1 = 0.22 (0.04, 0.41) 0.87 0.84 0.037 0.009
p2 =�1.24 (�3.87, 1.38)
q1 = 26 (�35.98, 87.97)

SDI (ASD) versus SDI (SNICAR) Linear f(x) = p1x + p2 p1 = 0.11 (0.08, 0.15) 0.86 0.84 0.005 0.002
p2 =�0.01 (�0.013, �0.003)

MD (CC) versus SDI (SNICAR) Rational f xð Þ ¼ p1xþp2
xþq1

p1 = 0.03 (0.03, 0.036) 0.99 0.99 0.00025 4.557e-07
p2 =�1.08 (�1.21, �0.96)

q1 = 71.1 (62.3, 79.9)
SDI (ASD) versus SDI (UAV) Linear f(x) = p1x + p2 p1 = 0.14 (0.09, 0.18) 0.83 0.81 0.006 0.001

p2 =�0.05 (�0.05, �0.04)
GM-CC versus SDI (ASD)-SDI (SNICAR) Rational f xð Þ ¼ p1xþp2

xþq1
p1 = 0.17 (0.1, 0.24) 0.95 0.94 0.022 0.003

p2 =�0.83 (�2.19, 0.52)
q1 = 16.9 (�31.52, 65.28)

Figure 8. Representation of the SDI index as a function of mineral dust
(MD) concentration (ppm) and snow grain size (μm). The black dots are
obtained from SNICAR simulation, and colored facets are a global spline
interpolator applied for representation purposes.
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longer wavelengths, reaching approximately zero at 1000 nm. This spectral dependence is very specific for
the MD impact on snow radiative properties. Possible difficulties in the application of this method lie in
the choice of the sampling areas in which to measure the spectral irradiance and the availability of
adjacent snow patches with comparable slope and aspect showing different concentrations of impurities.
Previous works [Painter et al., 2012b, 2013b; Kaspari et al., 2014, 2015] found similar values for iiRF of
light-absorbing impurities in snow. We remark that MD has a strong positive forcing effect when
deposited on snow. The instantaneous RF from MD can be higher than that generated by BC depositions
on snow, as recently suggested by Kaspari et al. [2014] from a modeling approach in the Himalayan
region. Still a lot of uncertainties exist regarding the RF of BC and MD in snow. A critical point regards
methodologies followed by different authors; they should be unified in order to effectively compare
results from different observational and simulation studies.

The amount of solar radiation absorbed in the snowpack because of the presence of MD can be directly
thermalized through the media enhancing its temperature. If no new snowfall occurs, this process can
significantly accelerate the melting of snow [Painter et al., 2010], anticipating snow retreat in mountain
areas, altering local radiative balance, and shifting vegetation phenology. Furthermore, the well-known
snow albedo feedback [Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004] can here operate in the following way: as the
snowmelt is increased by the presence of MD, the MD itself is concentrated by the melting in nearly flat
areas in mountain regions. In this study, we present only an instantaneous view of the process. During the
2013–2014 winter, the European Alpine area experienced intense snowfalls; in this way, the radiative effect
of MD may be damped by the presence of fresh snow above the MD layers. But during the melting
season, the MD layers reemerge and enhance the absorption of solar radiation. This process may also
affect underlying ice in the accumulation zone of Alpine mountain glaciers.

Figure 9. (left) Spectral irradiances of the sample containing 0.92 ppm of MD (black line), snow containing 39 ppm (green
line), and 107 ppm (red line) of MD. (right) Instantaneous radiative forcing iRF(λ) of snow containing different concentrations
of MD. The samples are the same as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 10. (left) Orthomosaic of UAV-RGB data for the first flight draped on the digital surface model (DSM) of the area.
(right) Maps of SDI index calculated as the normalized ratio between the red and green channel of the Canon s100.
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4.5. Snow Darkening Index
(SDI) Applications

The RGB digital numbers (DNs) of
the camera on board the UAV
were algebraically combined to
reproduce the SDI index as
follows: (DN(red)-DN(green))/(DN
(red) +DN(green)). The values of
SDI estimated from UAV were
then compared to those observed
from the ground using the
ASD spectrometer.

Atmospherically and topographically
corrected Landsat OLI top of surface

(TOS) reflectances in band 3 (0.525–0.600μm) and band 4 (0.630–0.680μm) were also algebraically combined to
calculate the SDI index as follows: (ρ(B4TOS)� ρ(B3TOS))/(ρ(B4TOS) + ρ(B3TOS)).

SDI values were calculated only in those areas covered by snow and ice. The classes were produced using a
supervised classification approach (maximum likelihood) of the nine OLI bands. The classification was applied
only in mountain areas of the Landsat tile using the three training classes: snow, vegetation, and urban.

Once the SDI map was created, it was classified in terms of exposure of the slopes (eight classes: NNE, EEN,
EES, SSE, SSW, WWS, WWN, and NNW) using the ASTER GDEM, to analyze whether south facing slopes
were more impacted by the MD transport because of enhanced melting due to higher solar irradiance.

Figure 11. Linear OLS regression between the SDI calculated from ASD data and
from UAV data (R2 = 0.83) at each sampling area of the Artavaggio plains.

Figure 12. (a) Landsat 8 image and (b) SDI map of the Artavaggio plains. The black polygon in themaps represents the area
covered by the UAV survey.
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Figure 10 shows the SDI map derived from UAV data on the Artavaggio plains. Spatial variability of dust
patches is clearly visible in the RGB orthomosaic (Figure 10), and it is enhanced in the SDI map. The map
shows both fresh and reemerging layers of MD in snow and represents a simple way to detect MD
depositions in snow by exploiting the different reflectance in visible channels. The map shows a south
facing slope where the concentrations of impurities in snow are naturally higher in the Northern
Hemisphere because of the longer exposition to direct solar radiation. This indicates that slope
morphology plays an important role in enhancing or dampening the effect of MD on snow albedo. In fact,
small basins in high-altitude areas can increase the concentration of MD in snow during the melting
season, thus accelerating the nonlinear response of snow. Possible influence of other light-absorbing
impurities (e.g., BC) are not tested here since we focused on MD, but they may be contributing to the
overall reduction of reflectance.

Figure 11 shows the linear regression (R2 = 0.83) between the SDI calculated in each sampling area of the UAV
orthomosaic and the SDI calculated from ASD spectra. We found a linear correlation that assesses the

possibility of calculating the SDI
also from RBG images to spatially
represent MD deposition in snow.
SDI values calculated from UAV and
ASD data differ more than an order
of magnitude, this feature is due
to the fact that SDI from UAV
was calculated combining raw DN
values of the RGB images.

Results from the SDI calculation on
Landsat OLI bands are shown in
Figures 12 and 13. Figure 12
shows the Landsat image and the

Figure 13. (a) Landsat 8 OLI image and (b) SDI maps of the central European Alps. Three regions of interest (ROI) showing
different values of SDI were selected in the Engadine region (Switzerland). ROI color legend: Blue = ROI-2, yellow = ROI-1,
and green = ROI-0.

Figure 14. Frequency distribution of SDI for the central European Alps
classified in class of slope exposition: South southeast (SSE) and north
northeast (NNW). The histograms show that south facing slopes have higher
SDI values than the north facing slopes.
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SDI map of the Artavaggio plains. The black polygon in the maps represents the area covered by the UAV
survey. The coarse resolution of the Landsat image (30m) does not allow the entire capture of all the
spatial variability of MD due to snow micromorphology as compared with the UAV resolution (Figure 10),
although some spatial variability of SDI is still visible in Landsat data. In Figure 13, a larger area within the
central European Alps is examined. The presence of MD in snow is visible from the Landsat true color
representation, and it is well represented in the SDI map, which reveals portions of lower and higher MD
deposition differently located in the catchment.

Figure 14 shows the frequency distribution of the SDI index in south southeast (SSE) and in the north
northwest (NNW) classes of slope exposure for the mountain area within the Landsat tile. SDI assumes
higher values in SSE slopes with respect to NNW slopes. Since the image was topographically corrected
using the ATCOR code, the effect of shadows does not influence SDI values. The separation of the two
distributions shows that in this case, south facing slopes also have, on average, higher SDI values,
suggesting that both the provenance of the MD plume and longer exposition to solar radiation manifest
their effects at different scales. Similar pattern was observed in broadband albedo and RF values in
Colorado [Painter et al., 2013b], where lower RF values were found in the high north facing cirques, where
less direct radiation slows the metamorphism of snow; higher RF values were found on southeast facing
slopes at the lowest elevations.

In the upper left region of the central European Alps (Engadina, Switzerland), we selected three regions of
interest (ROI), showing different SDI values comparable with those observed in the study area: from low
(ROI-0) to medium (ROI-1) and high (ROI-2) SDI values. For each ROI, we extracted the mean and standard
deviation of reflectance from the Landsat image. In Figure 15 we show the spectra of atmospherically
topographically corrected reflectance for the three ROI, overlapped with SNICAR simulations that showed
similar SDI values. Although Landsat has a lower spectral resolution with respect to that of the SNICAR
model, the plot from ROI 0 shows a good agreement between observed and simulated reflectance. The
plot from ROI-1 shows an offset between the reflectance, and the plot from ROI-2, shows a behavior
similar to that observed between ASD and SNICAR reflectance (Figure 4b). In fact, the SNICAR model in
this case also slightly underestimates the effect of MD on snow reflectance for wavelengths lower
than 600 nm.

Also to be noted is that for the Landsat spectra, we found reflectance values that exceeded the value of 1,
thus confirming the feature reported in previous literature [Painter and Dozier, 2004; Schaepman-Strub
et al., 2006; Carmagnola et al., 2013; Pope and Rees, 2014] and ascribed to the strong forward scattering
of snow.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a simple methodology for mapping light-absorbing impurities such as mineral dust
(MD) in snow using optical data that range from hyperspectral sensor to multispectral and RGB images. We
developed the method through a field campaign aimed at quantifying the actual impact of MD on snow
albedo after a significant MD transport that reached the European Alps from the Saharan desert during

Figure 15. Comparison between Landsat and SNICAR reflectance for the three regions of interest (ROI) shown in Figure 10.
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the spring of 2014. We compared high-resolution reflectance spectra (collected with an ASD field
spectrometer) with reflectance simulated by parameterizing a physically based radiative transfer model
(SNICAR). Differences between observed and simulated data were ascribed to the effect of particles with
diameters above 30μm that are not included in the SNICAR model but nevertheless can increase light
absorption. Using the hot spots method, it was possible to find a model based on maximization of the
coefficient of regression (R2) and minimization of the root-mean-squared error (RMSE). Through these rules
it was found that the normalized ratio between red and green wavelengths (the Snow Darkening Index,
SDI) is highly correlated with the MD concentration. We claim that this may help to gain reasonable
estimates of light-absorbing impurities, such as MD, in snow.

Multiscale observations with an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Landsat OLI satellite sensor showed a
significant impact of MD on snow albedo. This allowed us to spatially represent the SDI at local and
regional scales in the European Alps. The wide applicability of the SDI will allow mapping of past events of
MD deposition on snow from different sensors that range from airborne and terrestrial digital cameras [i.e.,
Dumont et al., 2011] to different satellite sensors (Landsat, MODIS, etc.), generating, for example, SDI time
series to study postdepositional dynamics of MD on snow and ice.

Furthermore, we propose a simple method to estimate instantaneous radiative forcing (iRF) of MD in snow,
based on the difference between spectral irradiances of pure snow and snow containing a significant
amount of MD. Our iRF estimations are comparable with those found in previous literature and represent
an opportunity to directly estimate iRF from field spectral measurements, which is very useful for
validating global climate models and radiative transfer models.

The impact of light-absorbing impurities on snow radiative properties represents an active field of research in
atmosphere and cryosphere sciences, with many uncertainties in model simulations. Our results show the first
evidence that MD strongly impacts snow reflectance in the European Alps, where Saharan MD events are very
frequent in the spring season. Furthermore, climate change is known to alter meteo-climatic patterns (e.g.,
North Atlantic Oscillation, NAO), eventually leading to stronger and more frequent MD transport toward the
European Alpine chain, and this may result in an early snowmelt and variations in local radiative balances.
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